Abstract Separating reflection components is a fundamental problem in computer vision and useful for many applications such as image quality. We propose a novel method that improves the accuracy of separating reflection components from a single image. Although several algorithms for separating reflection components have been proposed, our method can additionally improve the accuracy based on their results. First, we obtain diffuse and specular components by using an existing algorithm. Then, we apply a high-emphasis filter for each component. Since the responses of the high-emphasis filter where the separation fails become larger than the original values, we can detect erroneous pixels. Thus, we replace separation results of these erroneous pixels with results of other reference pixels from the image considering the similarity between the target and reference pixels. Experimental results show that our method can improve at most 13.61 dB in terms of the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR).
Introduction
Separating reflection components (i.e., diffuse and specular reflection components) is useful and key technologies in image processing, computer vision, and computer graphics. Therefore, several studies have been extensively conducted in the last 30 years 1)˜4) . Diffuse reflection is reflected light from an object after an incident light is scattered inside the object and is not dependent on the viewing direction. Specular reflection is reflected light on a surface of an object and is dependent on the viewing direction. In image processing applications, separation of reflection components is used as a preprocessing step in image content editing 5)˜8) . In dichromatic editing 7)8) , they separate two reflection components and enhance them separately to achieve various visual effects such as wetness, smoothness, and a glossy effect. Some studies have also been carried out to improve glossiness in images 9)10) as a method to improve image quality.
In computer vision applications, separation of reflection components is useful for photometric stereo 11) , which assumes the surface of an object having only a diffuse reflection component and regards a specular reflection component as an outlier. However, some studies in object recognition use specular highlights as an intrinsic feature, not as an outlier 12)13) .
In computer graphics, to obtain realistic viewdependent images by synthesizing, it is important to know the reflectance properties of an object surface and illumination distributions in a scene. Sato et al. 14) used separated reflection components to estimate parameters of the Torrance-Sparrow reflection model 15) . Nishino et al. 16 ) used a separated specular component to recover illumination distributions based on the same manner using a mirrored sphere 17) .
A number of studies have been conducted to create a novel method for separating reflection components accurately and robustly 18) . These studies are roughly divided into two categories on the basis of the number of images used as input: those using multiple images
19)˜23)
and those using a single image 24)˜29) . The first category makes use of the fact that from multiple images, a diffuse and specular reflection component show different behaviors under varying illuminations or viewing directions. The second category separates reflection components by using only a single image under some assumptions such as smoothness on an object surface or an illumination color to solve this kind of ill-posed problem. The study 29) used a model specific to the target area of facial images to improve separation accuracy.
We can usually obtain better separation of reflection components by methods that use multiple images than those that use a single image. Separating reflection components using a single image is generally a much more challenging problem and tends to create more artifacts in a diffuse and specular component, but we usually have a single image of a scene or object with no additional meta-data. Our goal is to develop an accurate separating method with less artifacts from a single image that can increase image quality through dichromatic editing.
To reduce artifacts, we need some assumptions or models specified for our target area, as related studies. We assume that high-frequency components are major artifacts in separated reflection components. In one example, Tan et al.'s method 24) iteratively removes a specular reflection component from an input image to obtain a diffuse reflection component. If specular removals are insufficient, the calculated diffuse component has locally bright areas, which are high-frequency components. We regard and improve them as major artifacts. We also consider detecting such high-frequency pixels by using a high-emphasis filter and replacing them with plausible diffuse pixels around them by using a similarity function. Our basic idea of the similarity function is that a pixel having the closest RGB value of the input image and the smallest difference between the input image processed by a high-emphasis and combined-filtered image would have a better diffuse pixel. Here, the combined-filtered image is created by combining each separated component after being processed by the same high-emphasis filter. We suppose that the input image processed by the high-emphasis filter and combined-filtered image would be the same if the separation is perfect. In other words, the low separation accuracy makes these images largely different in terms of pixel values. Figure 1 (a) shows the input image, (b) shows the insufficient calculated diffuse component, and (c) shows the improved diffuse component created by using our method. The main differences from our previous publication 3) are that we check drawbacks of conventional methods and consider the reason in detail why our method is effective. We change a weight coefficient value of our similarity function, criteria of an erroneous diffuse pixel, and a search area of a plausible diffuse pixel coordinate to obtain better results in all synthetic image experiments. We also conduct additional experiments by using synthetic images and real images to show the effec- tiveness of our method. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe related works of separation methods using a single image. In Section 3, we show the framework of our method and how to improve separation accuracy as a post-processing method. In Section 4, we present experimental results for synthetic images and real images. We conclude this paper in Section 5.
Related work
As a method of separating reflection components in a single image, Tan et al. 24) proposed the creation of a specular-free image by setting the maximum chromaticity of each pixel to an arbitrary scalar value, regardless of their colors. A specular-free image is an image free from a specular reflection component, but it is not the same as a diffuse reflection component in color.
A specular-free image can also be created by a simple operation proposed by Shen et al. 25) : by subtracting the minimum RGB values for each pixel. Tan et al.'s method iteratively removes a specular reflection component from an input image by using the specular-free image and comparing the values of maximum chromaticity between two neighboring pixels. The iteration ends when the difference of maximum chromaticity is below a certain threshold value. If two neighborhood pixels have almost the same maximum chromaticity, but one exceeds the other in brightness, the iteration ends inadequately a minimal number of times. As a result, the specular removal is insufficient, and the brightness value of the calculated diffuse component is still too large, as shown in Figure 1 (b) . On the other hand, if a pixel having no specular component is surrounded by numerous pixels having different maximum chromaticity such as a color boundary, the iteration ends inadequately numerous times. As a consequence, the amount of specular removal is excessive and the pixel value of the calculated diffuse component becomes too small. The images of excessive removal and the improvement by our method are shown in Figure 2 . In summary, inaccurate removal of a specular component creates artifacts in a diffuse reflection component. Additionally, their method needs a significant number of iterations to deal with large images, therefore, requiring more time to calculate a diffuse reflection component. Yang et al. 26) extended Tan et al.'s method. Their extended method is different in that it estimates the maximum diffuse chromaticity, which is a non-trivial problem. They remove a specular reflection component from an input image by using a bilateral filter with coefficients determined by the approximated maximum diffuse chromaticity λ c , instead of the real maximum diffuse chromaticity Λ c . According to the theorem 26) , the main difference for any two pixels p and q is as follows.
where c ∈ {r, g, b}. Their method also does not require any information in advance and is faster than the method 24) even for large images. Their method has better accuracy and robustness than the method 24) in some cases, but still has the same defects. Akashi et al. 27) proposed a method on the basis of good results.
Our method 1 Overview
Our method uses conventional methods to obtain a diffuse component from a single input image and can improve it where conventional methods would fail. Our method flow is shown in Figure 3 . Here, we use Tan et al.'s method as one of conventional methods. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method in obtaining separated components against other conventional methods in section 4 (Experimental results).
An inaccurate specular removal such as one that is insufficient or excessive often creates high-frequency artifacts. Therefore, our method applies a high-emphasis filter to each separated component to enhance and detect these artifacts. By focusing on the difference between the input image filtered by the high-emphasis and the combined-filtered image, our method can improve the separation accuracy of reflection components on the basis of a similarity function.
We summarize the assumptions in our method as follows. 1). A single illumination is used, same as related studies. 2). The illumination color is white, same as related studies. 3). If the separation is perfect, the input image processed by the high-emphasis filter and combined-filtered image would be the same.
2 Dichromatic reflection model
Similar to previous approaches 24)˜29) , we use a dichro-matic reflection model 32) , which is the linear combina- 
where α(p) and β(p) are the coefficients of the diffuse and specular reflection for each pixel, respectively,
) is a diffuse reflection color at a point p, and S is a specular reflection color in the image.
3 Algorithm detail
In this subsection, we explain our method in accordance with Figure 3 .
( 1 ) Part 1: diffuse component calculation In part 1, we obtain the diffuse reflection component from a single image using one of the aforementioned methods.
( 2 ) Part 2: specular component calculation In part 2, we can obtain the specular reflection component by solving the dichromatic reflection model, which is denoted by equation (1) . To solve the equation for each pixel, we set S to white for all pixels as stated in subsection 3.1. I(p) is the RGB values of the input image, and the diffuse reflection component α(p)D(p) was already determined in part 1. Therefore, β(p) can be calculated. Because we have one unknown number in three equations, we use Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 33) to solve these equations numerically.
( 3 ) Part 3: combining and erroneous diffuse criteria In part 3, each reflection component is combined as in equation (1) after being processed by a high-emphasis filter. A high-emphasis filter enhances high-frequency components while keeping low-frequency components. There are various kinds of well-known high-emphasis filters built using low-pass filters indicated as follows.
Here, H h-emph is a high-emphasis filter coefficient, H low is a low-pass filter coefficients, and k is an intensity coefficient of the high-emphasis filter. We use a 3×3 box filter as the low-pass filter as follows.
We also set k = 10 to get the high-emphasis filter. The high-emphasis filter using the 3×3 box filter is known as unsharp masking. Before describing the criteria for erroneous diffuse pixels, we express the input image filtered by the high-emphasis and the combined-filtered image by the mathematical formula as follows, for later use.
The input image filtered by high-emphasis:
The combined-filtered image:
Where function f 8bit sets pixel values below 0 and above 255 to 0 and 255 in 8-bit images, respectively. The input image filtered by the high-emphasis can be expressed by Θ = {Θ r , Θ g , Θ b } and the combined-filtered image can be expressed by Υ = {Υ r , Υ g , Υ b }. To determine the criteria for erroneous diffuse pixels, we compare the input image filtered by the high-emphasis H h-emph * I c with the diffuse component filtered by the high-emphasis H h-emph * (αD c ). A diffuse pixel value larger than an input pixel value or smaller than 0, which means a specular pixel value larger than an input pixel value, would be contradictory to the dichromatic reflection model, even if they are processed by the highemphasis filter. We regard such a diffuse pixel value as erroneous. We can express the criteria for erroneous diffuse pixels by the mathematical formula as follows.
( 4 ) Part 4: similarity function In part 4, we determine the plausible diffuse pixel coordinate to minimize the similarity function in a search area by using the combined-filtered image Υ, the input image I, and the input image filtered by the highemphasis Θ. As we have described about the basic idea in Section 1, we define the similarity function Φ as equation (4) by using equation (2) and (3).
Here, Φ dif f input (p, q) is the RGB pixel value differences of the input image between the coordinates p(an erroneous pixel coordinate) and q(a plausible pixel coordinate), which is also indicated by ω I(p) − I(q)
is the RGB pixel value differences of the high-emphasis filtering at the coordinate q, which is also indicated by (1 − ω) Θ(q) − Υ(q) 2 2 . ω is the weight coefficient. We use L2 norm in equation (4) as the similarity criteria.
The search area of q is determined from the number of specular pixels (white pixels) (N s ) after binarizing the calculated specular reflection component in part 2, because searching for the plausible diffuse pixels over the specular reflection area would be acceptable. We implicitly assume that the area of specular reflection on the surface of an object is not so large and the plausible diffuse pixels would exist on the same surface of the object. As a binarization method, we use the Otsu method 34) because it can find an optimal threshold automatically on the basis of minimizing within-class variances and is one of the most referenced thresholding methods 35) .
We summarize the procedure to determine the search area as follows.
1). Binarizing the calculated specular component by using the Otsu method. In part 5, we replace the erroneous diffuse pixel with the plausible diffuse pixel by using the similarity function in part 4. As a result, we can improve the diffuse reflection component to obtain good separation reflection components. We can also use the improved diffuse reflection component (α (p)D (p)) as the output of part 1 repeatedly to obtain more accurate reflection components. The iteration is stopped at a pre-determined number or when the following equation (5) is satisfied.
where RMSE is the Root Mean Square Error between the previous diffuse reflection component (n-1) and the current diffuse reflection component (n), and is a predetermined threshold value. 
Experimental results

1 Parameter settings and experimental conditions
We conducted several experiments using synthetic images and real images to examine the effectiveness of our method. We used static parameters and conditions for all experiments. The parameters and experimental conditions are summarized in Table 1 . By considering the intrinsic reason for the erroneous diffuse criteria as described in part 3 of subsection 3.3, we can delete the pre-determined threshold value for the criteria, which is different from our previous publication.
We used methods 24)˜27) to calculate the diffuse reflection component. The source codes 24)˜26) are freely available on the author's websites 36)˜38) . The source code 27) is not available; therefore, we implemented the code in accordance with their paper. Akashi et al.'s method has three parameters, and we set body color to 5, sparse regularization to 3, and convergence to exp(−15) in all our experiments.
2 Synthetic images
We first applied our method to three synthetic images, which are shown in Figure 4 , 5, and 6, respectively. All results are also shown with the Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) values of conventional methods, our previous publication 3) , and our method. The image shown in Figure 4 is the same synthetic image used in the experiment 3) . These experimental results show that our method improves the separation accuracy in all three synthetic images according to PSNR values, compared with con- Fig. 4 Experimental results of synthetic image 1 (same input image used in our previous publication 3) ). ventional methods and our previous publication. According to the results shown in Figure 4 , the separation accuracy improvement around color boundaries is one of the advantages of our method, because conventional methods fail to separate reflection components around boundaries. The improvement dB is lower in Shen et al.'s method compared with that in the other methods. Our method uses the calculated diffuse reflection component and improves the separation accuracy by using the similarity function. Therefore, the im- provement dB depends on the separation accuracy of the calculated diffuse reflection component. Compared with the results of conventional methods, our method reduces artifacts, which are black pixels in the diffuse component and white pixels in the specular component, around color boundaries.
According to results shown in Figure 5 and 6 having surfaces with a lot of color and having widespread specular areas, respectively, it is difficult to find improvement pixels, but our method can achieve some improvement in terms of PSNR over conventional methods. This means that our method can improve separation accuracy for various kinds of images.
3 Real images
We then applied our method to eight real images, which are shown in Figure 7 and 9, respectively. Here, the image shown in Figure 7 is the same real image used in the experiment 3) , and we used the dataset 39) as the input image. Figure 9 shows the additional experimental results. As described in Section 3, our method assumes that there is a single illumination and color is white, same as related studies. However, our method works well in real images without any problems. According to the results shown in Figure 7 , compared with the results of Tan et al.'s method, our method reduces white color artifacts caused by insufficient specular removal. Figure 8 's method has fewer high-frequency components and the improvement by our method is negligible. Our method uses the highemphasis filter to detect erroneous diffuse pixels. Thus, our method is ineffective for a diffuse component having fewer high-frequency components. In that case, our method does not create major artifacts.
In Figure 9 We use Akashi et al.'s method to calculate the diffuse component in Figure 9 (c), (e), and (f), respectively. Their method does not take spatial information of the images into consideration, and therefore, their method sometimes creates high-frequency artifact pixels having different colors around them. Our method is also effective for those kinds of artifact pixels, which are green in the diffuse of (c), bright red in the diffuse of (e), and green and orange in the diffuse of (f). The artifacts in each specular component by conventional methods are improved in accordance with improvements of diffuse components by our method. In Figure 9 
Conclusion
This paper demonstrates the effectiveness of our method for improving the separation of reflection components by the use of a non-linear high-emphasis filter and a similarity function in a single image input. Our method can use any existing methods to calculate the diffuse reflection component and improve it with the similarity function on the basis of frequency characteristic differences between an input image filtered by a high-emphasis and the combined image after being filtered by a high-emphasis for each reflection component, respectively. Our method can obtain better separation results, especially in high-frequency areas where conventional methods cannot remove a specular component correctly from an input image. Additionally, it is compatible with any state-of-the-art separation methods including those that might be proposed in the future by using their calculation results of diffuse reflection component.
We showed the effectiveness of our method in numerical terms by using synthetic images and the PSNR, which was by at most 13.61 dB better in the specular reflection component and by at most 6.43 dB better in the diffuse reflection component. We also showed the effectiveness with real images, which were clearly better around the areas with high-frequency components. In all our experiments, we used the same parameters.
In future studies, we will investigate the use of an appropriate filter to calculate each reflection component on the basis of their frequency characteristics to improve and obtain more accurate separation results. 
